
Key Stage 2 Curriculum Map 
Cognition and Learning 

Curriculum 
 Autumn A Spring A Summer A 

 Invaders and Settlers: Anglo 
Saxons 

Earth Matters Modern Europe 

Art and Design Embroidery 
Sewing and joining materials 
Painting 

3D sculpture Pointillism 
Cezanne 
Seurat 

Computing Information: In the School Beginning to find Information Taking and Printing photographs 

Design 
Technology 

Settlements, weaving, dyeing 
Anglo Saxon Feast 

Model making 
Earthquake resistant structures 

Food of Europe 
Large scale models 

Geography Settlements 
Maps 

Water cycle climates 
Mountains 

Maps 
Features of Europe 

History Changes in lives 

Local and national history 
Kings 

Not a focus Mt Versuvius 

Languages Me, Myself and I Singing and Playing Party Time 

PE Ball skills and games 
Swimming 

Gymnastics and Dance Outdoor 
adventurous activities 

Athletics and fitness 

PSHE and 
Citizenship 

We’re all stars 
Be wise, be friendly 

Living wise living Strong 
Daring to be different 

Dear Diary 
Joining in, joining up 
Democracy 

RE Who is Jesus? 
Followers of Jesus 

Stages of Life Judaism 

Science 
Hamilton 

Y3 Roots and Shoots, Fruit and 
seeds 

Y4 States of matter Y4 It’s electric 
Y6 Electric celebrations 

English Text Focus: Stories with familiar 
settings; plays; poems based on 
observation and the senses. 
Fiction: familiar stories; and to 
explore stories and poems through 
drama 
Non-fiction: signs, pictures, 
symbols, lists, instructions, picture 
and symbol dictionaries, 
information books. 

Text Focus: Traditional stories; oral 
and performance poetry from 
different cultures 
Fiction: traditional stories; and to 
explore stories and poems through 
drama 
Non-fiction: signs, pictures, 
symbols, lists, instructions, picture 
and symbol dictionaries, 
information books. 

Text Focus: Adventure stories; 
poetry that plays with language 
Fiction: explore adventure stories; 
and to explore stories and poems 
through drama and word play. 
Non-fiction: signs, pictures, 
symbols, lists, instructions, picture 
and symbol dictionaries, 
information books, e.g. 
home/school diary 

NB: Pupils also follow a programme focusing on phonics, spelling. Handwriting, grammar and punctuation. 
They work through the progression ladder of objectives at a pace suitable to their individual needs. 

Maths Numbers and the number system 
Pattern and algebra 

Calculating 
Geometry 
Measures 

Numbers and the number system 
Pattern and algebra 

Calculating 
Geometry 
Measures 

Numbers and the number system 
Pattern and algebra 

Calculating 
Geometry 
Measures 

NB. Pupils are taught according to the designated topic, objectives are tracked back according the ability and 
level of individual children. 

 Core Offer Core Offer Core Offer 

 Play therapy, counselling, speech 
and language therapy, occupational 
therapy, massage and relaxation, 1:1 
and group electronic music, sensory 
ceramics, social skills, English and 
maths boosters, circle time 

Play therapy, counselling, speech 
and language therapy, occupational 
therapy, massage and relaxation, 1:1 
and group electronic music, sensory 
ceramics, social skills, English and 
maths boosters, circle time 

Play therapy, counselling, speech 
and language therapy, occupational 
therapy, massage and relaxation, 1:1 
and group electronic music, sensory 
ceramics, social skills, English and 
maths boosters, circle time 

 Theme-Specific Offer Theme-Specific Offer Theme-Specific Offer 

 Visit to Kidsgrove Library arts 
section. Hanley museum art 
gallery, Styl mill. 
Visit to the garden centre 
Church visit / speaker 

National Space Centre (Leicester) 
Liverpool’s World Museum 
Science Done Earth and Space 
Show (on-site) 
Dynamic Earth Workshops 
(experience day) 

Visit to a temple / speaker from 
the Jewish community 
Manchester science museum 
Think Tank 
Polling experience 
Visit by local councellor 

 


